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Company: GSL Education

Location: Rotherham

Category: other-general

Cover supervisorLocation: RotherhamSalary Scale: £95-£110Status:About the Role:For a

role at one of our client schools in Rotherham, GSL Education is presently looking to employ

a competent and motivated Cover Supervisor. When teachers are absent, cover

supervisors are essential to keeping the educational process going in schools by making

sure that students are supported and supervised so they can finish their education in a

secure and productive setting. Take advantage of this opportunity to shape the development

of the future generation in the innovative and cooperative learning environment at GSL,

and gain invaluable support in the process.Role of a Cover Supervisor:Supervising

classes across the curriculum in the event of a teacher absence.Timetable issued with 6

lessons upon arrival, covering various subjects like history, French, science, English, and

ICTNo need to be a subject specialist; confidence in maintaining focus and engagement is

keyPrimary objective: maintain control of the classroom and keep learners working on

assigned tasksCommunicate with class teacher whenever possible; act as their eyes and

earsBe active in the classroom, walking around and assisting students while maintaining

spatial awarenessThe successful candidate will:Have previous experience working as a

Cover Supervisor within an educational setting.Possess strong communication and

interpersonal skills, with the ability to build positive relationships with students, staff, and

parents.Demonstrate empathy, patience, and resilience when working with students facing

academic or behavioral challenges.Hold relevant qualifications or training in education,

childcare, or a related field.Please be advised that this role requires a strong knowledge and

understanding of safeguarding and child protection, and successful applicants must satisfy all
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background safer recruitment checks including an enhanced DBS registered to the update

service or willingness to apply for a new one.Apply Now:If you are interested in the

position of the Cover Supervisor please click apply or contact Joshua May at

joshua.maygsleducation. Our dedicated team is here to assist you throughout the

application process. Submit your up-to-date CV via the application link and take the first

step towards a rewarding career at an academy where you can make a real difference.

Apply Now
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